
Terms of use 

For Open Cycling Track Cottbus, Sportzentrum, Dresd ner Str.18, 03050 Cottbus. 

§1 Basic Information’s 
(1) Following Rules are for use of Open Cycling Track Cottbus, Sportzentrum, Dresdner 

Str.18, 03050 Cottbus. 
(2) The Track can be used for Cycling Training. (Teams from Cottbus, Regional Federation, 

Brandenburgischer Radsportverband. National Team Germany) and for physical 
education at Lausitzer Sportschule. Responsible for the Track is Town of Cottbus. 

(3) Use of the Track for other purposes is based on a contract with Sportstättenbetrieb der 
Stadt Cottbus and the users §1.2. Possible. 

 
§2 Users 
(1.) Everybody who enters the Track is user no matter if Coach, Teacher, Student, Referee, 

Cyclist or Visitor. 
(2.) Every User has to accept the Terms of use for the Track. 
(1.) Terms of use Stadium 
 
§1 Using Information’s 
(1.) Official opening Time is from Monday till Sunday from 7a.m. till 10 p.m. 
(2.) Use is only allowed for Schools, Teams. Organisations and Groups in-between these 

opening Hours. 
 
§2.Supervision 
(1.) (1.) It is only allowed to enter the Track under the Supervision of a Coach, Teacher, 

Organizer or Deputy of minimum 18 Years of age. Sport and Coaching is only allowed 
under the Supervision of a responsible or his Deputy. 

(2.) The Supervisors are responsible to keep the Order on Track and Infield. Before using 
they have to check Security System. They have to make sure the Track is used in right 
and correct way of use. 

 
§3. Sport Regulation. 
All Cycling events will be held under the Regulatio n of the UCI and BDR 
(1.) Use of the Track is on your own risk, no claims of damage will be accepted. 
(2.) Fairness in Training and Competition is Rule No.1 
(3.) Instructions of Responsible from Sportstättenbetrieb Cottbus and Teams must be strictly 

followed. 
(4.) Training and Physical Education must be supervised by a responsible Coach or 

Teacher. 
(5.) The responsible has to organize the Training and he is responsible for a save Training 

session. 
(6.) Training Hours must be strictly accepted. 
(7.) Its not allowed to cross the Track, please use the Tunnel to enter. 
(8.) While riding on the Track You must wear a Helmet with Approval. There must be always 

one hand on the Handlebar. 
(9.) During Training no electronic devices with Headphones are allowed (Mobile, MP3 

Players etc.) 
(10.) Training must be organized and watched from the home straight 
(11.) Standing Starts are only allowed from the home straight. 
(12.) The use of a Start machine is only allowed in accordance of all responsible. For safety 

Reasons there must be security Guard with red flag at the beginning of home straight. 
(13.) Motor or Derny Pace Training is only allowed in accordance of all responsible. Driver 

must have a special license. 
(14.) For all Mass Start Events Riders enter the Track at home straight and leave it at back 

straight. 



(15.) Riders have to join award ceremony immediately after they got called. They must 
show up in Race Dress. If they have Jerseys from Organizer for Madison with Advertisement, 
they have to wear them at the award ceremony. Sunglasses, Caps etc. are not allowed. 
(16.) During the award ceremony warming up on the Track is not allowed. During National 

Anthem it is even not allowed to warm up on the Rollers. 
(17.) It is not allowed to cut the Back numbers. Riders always have to wear 2 Back numbers, 

except Pursuit, Time Trial and Teamsprint. 
(18.) Before each Heat Bikes will be checked. There must be enough time before Start to 

check them. Commissaries can do the check even after the event. 
(19.) Spare Material is not allowed in the safety zone.  For Mass Start Events every Rider, 

and for Team Events, every Team is allowed to have one Coach/Supervisor with 
License on the Track. Coaching Zone is on back straight. 

 
§4  Smoking, Food and Drinks 

(1.) Smoking is not allowed in the whole Track Area. 
(2.) On the Track eating and drinking is not allowed except special Events. 
(3.) Eating is only allowed at the infield in the Riders Area. 

 
§5. Car Parking 
Cars and Motorbikes can only be parked in the official parking spots outside the Track. Don‘t 
block the Entrance for Security Forces. 
For big Events Organizer has to check special parking spots in accordance to 
Sportstättenbetrieb Cottbus. Parking security has to organize the Traffic and the parking 
situation. 
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